A backlight structure is disclosed, which is constituted of a series of backlight devices connecting with one another to form a large-scale backlight area, the backlight device at least being composed of an emitting portion and a light-guiding portion, wherein the emitting portion provides a light source, mixes the light of the light source and provides the mixed light into the light-guiding portion, which then guides the mixed light out. The emitting portion connects with the light-guiding portion to form a fault structure for connecting with another light-guiding portion, thereby forming a large-scale backlight structure by connecting a sequence of the light-guiding portions using the fault structures without size constraints.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Referring to FIG. 3, a traditional edge-type LED backlight module is shown. As shown, the edge-type LED backlight module 30 comprises a LED emitter 31, a first reflective device 32, a light-mixing device 33, a second reflective device 34 and a light-guiding plate 35. The LED emitter 31 comprises a plurality of repeatedly arranged LEDs. A light source provided by the LED emitter 31 is reflected by the first reflective device 32, and then uniformly distributed by the light-mixing device 33 to the second reflective device 34, which allows light to be reflected by 180°. Thereafter, the evenly distributed light is directed to the light-guiding plate 35. Since the edge-type LED backlight module allows light to be mixed by the light-mixing device 33 from a long distance, the effect of light mixing is better. Also, a thinner module can be provided compared to a direct-type backlight module. However, as the size of the edge-type LED backlight module 30 increases, light intensity directed into the light-guiding plate 35 gradually decreases, such that the lumiance of the backlight guided by the light-guiding plate 30 to the LCD panel may be insufficient. Although the light intensity can be raised by increasing the number of LEDs or providing larger operating power of the LEDs, but the problem of uneven or insufficient light intensity due to gradual decrease of the light intensity in the light-guiding plate 35 still exists. Thus, the edge-type LED backlight module 30 is not suitable for large-scale backlight modules.
face of the other backlight structure. In other words, the first face at the shorter side of the oblique face of one light-guiding portion is connected to the first face at the shorter side of the oblique face of the other light-guiding portion, so the backlight devices are sequentially connected to form a large-scale backlight area without size constraint.

[0012] Since the backlight structure is an edge-type backlight structure, when a large-scale backlight structure is formed by sequential connection of the backlight devices, light can be mixed by the emitting portion to increase its light-mixing effect. Furthermore, the section joining the second face of the light-guiding portion of a backlight device and the first face of the light-guiding portion of another backlight device can be removed to form a passage, such that light generated by one backlight device can propagate to another through this passage and vice versa, so as to achieve a better uniformity.

[0013] Moreover, since the backlight structure comprises at least one fault structure, one backlight device may closely connects to the light-guiding portion of another backlight device via the fault structure, thus, by virtue of the fault structures, the light-guiding portions can be sequentially connected together to form a large-scale backlight structure, so its size no longer limited. In other words, the backlight structure of the present invention can form various kinds of large-scale backlight sources by sequential connections, overcoming the problem of size constraint. Also, the backlight structure is an edge-type backlight structure, thus eliminating the problem of uneven distribution of the intensity when used in large scale; therefore, it can be applied to large-size TVs or relevant LED fields.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] The present invention can be more fully understood by reading the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments, with reference made to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

[0015] FIGS. 1A and 1B are schematic diagrams depicting a first embodiment of a backlight structure of the present invention;

[0016] FIG. 1C is a schematic diagram of the first embodiment of a backlight structure assembly of the present invention;

[0017] FIGS. 2A and 2B are schematic diagrams depicting a second embodiment of the backlight structure of the present invention;

[0018] FIGS. 2C and 2D are schematic diagrams depicting a second embodiment of the backlight structure assembly of the present invention; and

[0019] FIG. 3 (PRIOR ART) is a schematic diagram showing a traditional edge-type LED backlight module.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0020] The present invention is described by the following specific embodiments. Those with ordinary skills in the arts can readily understand the other advantages and functions of the present invention after reading the disclosure of this specification. The present invention can also be implemented with different embodiments. Various details described in this specification can be modified based on different viewpoints and applications without departing from the scope of the present invention.

[0021] Referring to FIGS. 1A to 1D, schematic diagrams depicting a first embodiment of a backlight structure and assembly of the present invention are shown.

[0022] As shown in FIG. 1A, the backlight structure of the present invention is formed by a plurality of backlight devices 10 connected in sequence. Each backlight device 10 is at least consisted of an emitting portion 11 and a light-guiding portion 13. The emitting portion 11 may be a LED device for providing LED light source. The light-guiding portion 13 may be a light-guiding material that has an oblique face. The light-guiding portion 13 also comprises a light-guiding face 131 connected to the emitting portion 11, a first face 132, a second face 133 opposite to the first face 132 and a light output face 134 opposite to the light-guiding face 131. The light-guiding face 131 may be roughened to form a scattering structure, such that light mixed by the emitting portion 11 can be uniformly guided.

[0023] The light-guiding portion 13 and the emitting portion 11 are connected in such a way as to form a step-like fault structure, which abuts and connects the light-guiding portion 13 of another backlight device 10, that is, the fault structure abuts and connects to the first face 132 of another light-guiding portion 13. Thereby, using this fault structure, connected portions of the emitting portion 11 and the light-guiding portion 13 can be sequentially connected to form a large-scale backlight structure. Thus, when the large-scale backlight structure is formed by sequential connection, LED light source is mixed by the emitting portion 11 to increase its light-mixing effect and uniformly guided by the light-guiding portion 13 towards the light output face 134 in a light exit direction 135.

[0024] As shown in FIG. 1B, in this backlight structure, the section joining the second face 133 of the light-guiding portion 13 of a backlight device and the first face 132 of the light-guiding portion 13 of another backlight device is removed to form a passage, such that light generated by one backlight device can propagate to another through this passage and vice versa, so as to achieve a better uniformity.

[0025] As shown in FIG. 1C, in a backlight structure assembly of the present invention, two first faces 132 of two backlight structures are connected back to back, forming a large-scale backlight area. These first faces 132 are not connected to the second face 133 of any other backlight device 10. That is, the face 132 at the shorter side of the oblique face of one light-guiding portion 13 is connected to the first face 132 at the shorter side of the oblique face of the other light-guiding portion 13, so the backlight devices are sequentially connected to form a large-scale backlight area.

[0026] Referring to FIGS. 2A to 2D, schematic diagrams depicting a second embodiment of the present invention are shown.

[0027] The backlight device in this embodiment is similar to that in the first embodiment. However, the main difference is that the backlight device 20 is at least consisted of an emitting portion 21, a reflection portion 22 and a light-guiding portion 23. The reflection portion 22 and the emitting portion 21 are connected to form a step-like fault
structure, which abuts the light-guiding portion 23 of the other backlight device 20, so as to form a large-scale backlight structure.

[0028] As shown in FIG. 2A, the backlight structure of the present invention is formed by sequentially connecting a plurality of backlight devices 20. Each backlight device 20 is at least consisted of an emitting portion 21, a reflection portion 22 and a light-guiding portion 23. The reflection portion 22 is connected with the light-guiding portion 23. The reflection portion further includes an extending portion 222 for mixing the light source provided by the emitting portion 21. The extending portion 222 includes a reflective face 221 for reflecting (e.g. by 180 degrees) the mixed light to the light-guiding portion 23. The light is then guided by the light-guiding portion 23 to the light output face 234 and uniformly outputted thereby. The reflection portion 22 and the second face 233 of the light-guiding portion 23 are connected to form the fault structure, which abuts and connects to the first face 232 of another light-guiding portion 23. That is, by this fault structure, the section joining the reflection portion 22 and the light-guiding portion 23 can be sequentially connected to form a large-scale backlight structure. Additionally, since the backlight structure is an edge-type backlight structure, when the large-scale backlight structure is formed by sequential connection of the backlight devices, light can be mixed by the extending portion 222 of the reflection portion 22 to increase its light-mixing effect and uniformly guided by the light-guiding portion 23 towards the light output face 234 in a light exit direction 235.

[0029] As shown in FIG. 2B, in this backlight structure, the section joining the second face 233 of the light-guiding portion 23 of a backlight device and the first face 232 of the light-guiding portion 23 of another backlight device is removed to form a passage, such that light generated by one backlight device can propagate to another through this passage and vice versa, so as to achieve a better uniformity.

[0030] As shown in FIG. 2C, in this backlight structure assembly of the present invention, two first faces 232 of two backlight structures are connected back to back, forming a large-scale backlight area. These first faces 232 are not connected to the second face 233 of any other backlight device 20, that is, the first face 232 at the shorter side of the oblique face of one light-guiding portion 23 is connected to the first face 232 at the shorter side of the oblique face of the other light-guiding portion 23, so the backlight devices are sequentially connected to form a large-scale backlight area.

[0031] As shown in FIG. 2D, a bottom view of a backlight structure of the present invention is shown. The abovementioned backlight structure can be composed of a plurality of backlight devices in a row. The backlight device 20 at least includes an emitting portion 21, a reflection portion 22 and a light-guiding portion 23. A large-scale backlight structure can be composed by sequentially connecting a plurality of backlight devices, so its size is no longer limited.

[0032] In summary, the backlight structure forms a large-scale backlight area by sequentially connecting a plurality of backlight devices. The backlight device is at least composed of an emitting portion and a light-guiding portion. A LED light source is generated and mixed by the emitting portion and guided into the light-guiding portion. A roughened light-guiding face of the light-guiding portion forming a scattering structure can uniformly guide the light mixed by the emitting portion 21 towards a light output face (e.g. a LCD panel) of the light-guiding portion, thus solving the problem of unevenness light source. In addition, since the backlight structure is an edge-type backlight structure, the light-mixing uniformity of the light may be increased after being mixed by the emitting portion.

[0033] Moreover, since the emitting portion and the light-guiding portion are connected in such a way as to form a fault structure (e.g. a step-like fault structure), one backlight device may closely connects to the light-guiding portion of another backlight device via the fault structure, that is, by virtue of the fault structure, the light-guiding portions can be sequentially connected together for use, so the size of the backlight structure is not limited. Furthermore, the section joining the second face of the light-guiding portion of a backlight device and the first face of the light-guiding portion of another backlight device can be removed to form a passage, such that light generated by one backlight device can propagate to another through this passage and vice versa, so as to achieve a better uniformity.

[0034] Additionally, the backlight structure of the present invention can form various kinds of large-scale backlight sources by sequential connections, overcoming the problem of size constraint. Also, the backlight structure is an edge-type backlight structure, thus eliminating the problem of uneven distribution of the intensity when used in large scale; therefore, it can be applied to large-size TVs or relevant LED fields.

[0035] The above embodiments are only used to illustrate the principles of the present invention, and they should not be construed as to limit the present invention in any way. The above embodiments can be modified by those with ordinary skills in the arts without departing from the scope of the present invention as defined in the following appended claims.

1. A backlight structure comprising a plurality of backlight devices, each of the backlight devices comprising:
   an emitting portion for providing a Light-Emitting Diode (LED) light source and mixing the light source; and
   a light-guiding portion for guiding the light mixed by the emitting portion, the light guiding portion comprising a first face and a second face opposite to the first face, the second face and the emitting portion forming a fault structure.

2. The backlight structure of claim 1, wherein the fault structure formed by the second face and the emitting portion of at least one of the backlight devices is joined with the first face of another one of the backlight devices.

3. The backlight structure of claim 2, wherein the light-guiding portion is a light-guiding material with an oblique shape.

4. The backlight structure of claim 3, wherein a thickness of oblique shape decreases with an increase in incident distance of the light source.

5. The backlight structure of claim 2, wherein the fault structure is a stepped fault structure.

6. The backlight structure of claim 2, wherein the light-guiding portion comprises a light-guiding face connected with the emitting portion and a light output face opposite to the light-guiding face.
7. The backlight structure of claim 6, wherein a roughening process and a printing process are performed on the light-guiding face to form a scattering structure.

8. The backlight structure of claim 2, further comprising a passage formed by removing a section joining the second face of the light-guiding portion of one of the backlight devices and the first face of the light-guiding portion of another one of the backlight devices, such that light generated by the one of the backlight devices propagates to the other one of the backlight devices through this passage and vice versa.

9. A backlight structure assembly, comprising a plurality of the backlight structures of claim 2, the first faces of two backlight structures being connected back to back to form a large-scale backlight area, the first face of any one of the two backlight structures being not connected to the fault structure formed by connecting the second face and the emitting face of the other backlight structure.

10. A backlight structure comprising a plurality of backlight devices, each of the backlight devices comprising:

   an emitting portion for providing a LED light source;
   a reflection portion comprising an extending portion for mixing the light source provided by the emitting portion and a reflective face for reflecting the light uniformly mixed by the extending portion; and
   a light-guiding portion for uniformly guiding the light mixed by the reflection portion, the light guiding portion comprising a first face and a second face opposite to the first face, the second face and the reflection portion connected to form a fault structure.

11. The backlight structure of claim 10, wherein the fault structure formed by the second face and the reflection portion of at least one of the backlight devices is joined with the first face of another backlight device.

12. The backlight structure of claim 11, wherein the reflection portion reflects the mixed light by 180 degrees to the light-guiding portion.

13. The backlight structure of claim 11, wherein the light-guiding portion is a light-guiding material with an oblique shape.

14. The backlight structure of claim 13, wherein the thickness of oblique shape decreases with the increase in incident distance of the light source.

15. The backlight structure of claim 11, wherein the light-guiding portion and the reflection portion are integrated to form one structure.

16. The backlight structure of claim 11, further comprising a passage formed by removing a section joining the second face of the light-guiding portion of one of the backlight devices and the first face of the light-guiding portion of another one of the backlight devices, such that light generated by the one of the backlight devices propagates to the other one of the backlight devices through this passage and vice versa.

17. The backlight structure of claim 11, wherein the fault structure is a stepped fault structure.

18. The backlight structure of claim 11, wherein the light-guiding portion comprises a light-guiding face connected with the reflection portion and a light output face opposite to the light-guiding face.

19. The backlight structure of claim 18, wherein a roughening process and a printing process are performed on the light-guiding face to form a scattering structure.

20. A backlight structure assembly, comprising a plurality of the backlight structures of claim 11, the first faces of two backlight structures being connected back to back to form a large-scale backlight area, the first face of any one of the two backlight structures being not connected to the fault structure formed by connecting the second face and the reflection face of the other backlight structure.
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